POLICE LOG

The following incidents occurred on or near the MIT campus during the period Jan. 21–27:

Jan. 21: Bldg: E23 suspicious activity; Faculty Club, wallet stolen, $20.

Jan. 22: Bldg. 66: hard disk stolen, $3,600; Bldg. 13: 1) calculator stolen, $100; 2) Walkman stolen, $25; Alumni Pool: tools stolen, $100; Bldg. E52: MBTA pass stolen, $46; Bldg. W51: malicious destruction to a motor vehicle; Memorial Drive: stolen motor vehicle reported to state police was a 1980 Oldsmobile Delta 88'.

Jan. 23: Bldg: I45: breaking and entering, compact disc player and cash stolen, building evacuated; Bldg. E53: radio stolen, $200; Bldg. 37: fire; epoxy container caught fire and was extinguished; Bldg. W32: wallet stolen from jacket left unattended, $75.

Jan. 24: Westgate, a plastic wastebasket left on stovetop caught fire and was extinguished; Bldg. 16: wallet stolen, $100; 2) Walkman stolen, $25; Alumni Pool: tools stolen, $20.

Jan. 25: Bldg. 16: wallet stolen, $50; Alumni pool: watch stolen, $200; Bldg. 37: fire; epoxy container caught fire and was extinguished, building evacuated, Bldg. E53: radio stolen, $20.

Jan 26: Pika: breaking and entering, compact disc player and cash stolen, $100; Bldg: 24: midnight employee recovered stolen wallet, cash and MBTA pass still missing; Sloan lot: counterfeit parking stickers under investigation; Bldg. W20: $20 cash stolen; West garage: attempted larceny of motor vehicle, 1990 Dodge Shadow.


The following interviews were held during the period Jan. 21-27:

- Do you have a pet project that you’ve been wanting to get off the ground?
- Do you have an idea that you think might work, but need some time to explore?
- Do you need access to lab equipment, workshops, expertise, or materials?

This spring the Edgerton Center is offering a 6-credit undergraduate seminar for self-motivated people who want to work on hands-on projects. You will work largely independently, but will meet weekly with the instructor and the other seminar participants to report on progress, exchange ideas, and get new direction. There is limited financial support available for acquisition of hardware.

If you don’t have your own project but want something interesting to work on, we have some ideas to share including UROP’s in high speed videography.

Contact Dr. Charles Mazel
Rm. 3-269, x3-4349 or e-mail: chm@athena

Career Opportunities
in Management Consulting and Software Engineering

DFI is a management consulting firm emphasizing the use of analytic methods to structure and solve management science, engineering, policy, and strategy problems. DFI has proven expertise in a number of industries including transportation, electric and gas utilities, and environmental issues.

DFI is looking for highly motivated advanced degree candidates (M.S. and Ph.D.) in engineering, operations research, economics, mathematics, management science, and other technical fields to contribute to our rapidly growing management consulting practice, and B.S. and M.S. software engineers to contribute to our practice in custom applications development. Requirements include a strong background in the theory and application of quantitative techniques, a high degree of enthusiasm and a desire to interact with clients, and excellent written and oral communications skills.

DFI will be interviewing in the Boston area in February 1993. To request an interview, send resumes and transcripts to:

Ted Forsman
Decision Focus Incorporated
650 Castro Street, Suite 300
Mountain View, CA 94041

DFI is an Equal Opportunity Employer

For the price of an ice cream cone, we can lick hunger.

United Way
It brings out the best in all of us.

GIMME A BREAK.
GIMME A SPRING BREAK.

Make Spring Break 1993 THE ONE to remember.
Garber Travel can show you how to do it, at the best bargain prices available.

GARBER TRAVEL
1105 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
492-2300

來利樓
Larry’s Chinese Restaurant
302 Mass Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in
FREE DELIVERY TO THE M.I.T. CAMPUS — $10 MINIMUM
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 a.m. — 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
Special Dinner Plate just $4.50
10% OFF DINNER EVERY SATURDAY, DINING IN AND TAKE OUT ($10 MIN.)

Call 492-3179 or 492-3170

Monday—Thursday, 11:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Friday—Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday

Get your hands dirty at...

THE EDGERTON CENTER

YOU’VE GOT A GOOD IDEA...
CAN YOU MAKE IT WORK?

Undergraduate Seminar 13529

GET YOUR IDEAS REALIZED AT THE TECH...